A measurement of the proton plus helium spectrum of cosmic rays in the TeV region with HAWC
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Abstract

HAWC is an air-shower detector designed to study TeV gamma and cosmic rays. The observatory is composed of a 22000 m^2 array of 300 water Cherenkov tanks (4.5 m deep x 7.3 m diameter) with 4 photomultipliers (PMT) each. The instrument registers the number of hit PMTs, the timing information and the total charge at the PMTs during the event. From these data, shower observables such as the arrival direction, the core position at ground, the lateral age and the primary energy are estimated. In this work, we study the distribution of the shower age vs the primary energy of a sample of shower data collected by HAWC from June 2015 to June 2019 and employ a shower-age cut based on predictions of QGSJET-II-04 to separate a subsample of events dominated by H and He primaries. Using these data and a dedicated analysis, we reconstruct the cosmic ray spectrum of H+He from 6 to 158 TeV, which shows the presence of a softening at around 24 TeV with a statistical significance of 4.1σ.

1 Introduction

The 10−100 TeV energy region of the cosmic-ray energy spectrum has been recently the target of both direct and indirect experiments due to the lack of in-depth studies on the composition and spectrum of cosmic-ray particles in this energy range. This was mainly the result of experimental limitations of direct and indirect detection techniques. Recent progress on the matter has allowed to overcome such constraints allowing to boost detailed studies on the properties
of such particles. As an example, on the side of indirect cosmic-ray detection, we have some recent studies from HAWC on the energy spectrum and composition of cosmic rays at tens of TeV [1, 2]. Composition measurements of cosmic rays from 10 TeV to 100 TeV with extensive air-shower (EAS) experiments are scarce. Just a few EAS experiments have reported data on cosmic-ray composition in this energy regime. In particular, ARGO-YBJ performed measurements on the spectrum of the H+He mass group [3, 4], EAS-TOP with MACRO, on the intensity of H, He and CNO primaries [5], KASCADE, on the flux of p primaries [6], MAGIC, on the intensity of protons [7], and HESS [8] and VERITAS [9], on the spectrum of Fe nuclei. Now, HAWC has joined these efforts with a measurement of the cosmic-ray spectrum of H+He between 6 and 158 TeV [2]. In this work, we will present a brief description of this analysis. The procedure is simple: we selected a subsample of HAWC events enriched with H and He nuclei based on a cut on the shower age that is derived from MC simulations using FLUKA/QGSJET-II-04. Then, we unfolded the energy distribution of the data subsample and, finally, we corrected it for the contamination of heavy elements (Z > 2) and for losses in the trigger and reconstruction efficiency. With MC studies, we found that the H+He mass group can be easily separated with this procedure due to its large relative abundance in the energy interval from 10 to 100 TeV. For this reason, we selected this group for the analysis. More details and discussions about this study and its results can be found in [2].

2 HAWC observatory, data and simulations

HAWC is an air-shower Cherenkov detector dedicated to measure gamma and cosmic rays in the energy interval from 100 GeV up to 100 TeV, and even up to 1 PeV in case of cosmic-ray primaries. It is located in the east-central part of Mexico, at an altitude of 4100 m at the Sierra Negra Volcano [10]. The HAWC central detector is composed of an array of 300 water Cherenkov detectors (7.3 m diameter × 4.5 m deep), which covers a surface of 22000 m². Each of these detector units has 4 PMTs, which provide data on the arrival times and the effective charge of the front of EAS events. From these measurements a dedicated reconstruction program estimates different air shower observables as the core location, arrival direction, the lateral shower profile, among others [10, 11]. For this study, of particular interest are the lateral shower age s and the estimated primary energy $E_{rec}$ of the event. The shower age is obtained event by event from a $\chi^2$ fit with a Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen (NKG) like function to the measured lateral charge distribution [11]. On the other hand, the primary energy is estimated with a maximum likelihood procedure that compares the observed lateral charge profile with Monte Carlo (MC) templates for the lateral charge distributions [1]. The templates were produced with CORSIKA [12] and the hadronic interaction models FLUKA [13] and QGSJET-II-04 [14] using proton-induced showers and different zenith angle and energy bins, which cover the zenith angle interval $\theta < 60^\circ$ and the primary energy range $E = 70$ GeV − 1.4 PeV, respectively.

For the present analysis, we employed HAWC data collected between June 11, 2015 to June 3, 2019, corresponding to an effective time of $T_{eff} = 3.74$ years. To reduce the systematic errors in our study, we applied the following data selection criteria: we employed showers with zenith angles smaller than $\sim 16.7^\circ$, which were successfully reconstructed, that activated at least 40 PMTs within a radius of 40 m from the shower core, which exhibited a fraction of hit PMTs greater or equal 0.2 and reconstructed energy in the interval $\log_{10}(E_{rec}/\text{GeV}) = [3.5, 5.5]$. These cuts were also used on our MC simulations.

The MC data sets for our analysis were produced with CORSIKA using FLUKA and QGSJET-II-04 for hadronic energies $< 80$ GeV and $\geq 80$ GeV, respectively. We simulated eight primary nuclei (H, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe) with energies from 5 GeV to 3 PeV and an $E^{-2}$ spectrum,
which were weighted to follow broken-power law spectra [1, 2] that were fit to data from AMS-2 [15], CREAM [16] and PAMELA [17]. After selection cuts, we kept $1.6 \times 10^{10}$ showers in the measured data set and $3.43 \times 10^5$ events in the MC simulations. Above 10 TeV, using our MC data set, we estimated that the selected data sample has energy (in logarithmic scale) and core resolutions smaller than 0.26 and 15 m, respectively, and a pointing resolution better than 0.55°.

3 Analysis procedure

To start the analysis, we applied an energy-dependent cut on the lateral shower age to select a subsample of events dominated by protons and helium primaries. Using our MC simulations, we put the cut between the mean predictions for He and C nuclei and we only kept young EAS with $s$ values smaller than this cut, as such events are most likely produced by H and He primaries. The MC predictions for the mean shower age of EAS induced by different primary nuclei are shown in the left plot of Fig. 1 as a function of the reconstructed energy. The shower-age cut applied on the analysis is also displayed. From MC simulations and our nominal composition model, the purity of the subsample is expected to be greater than 82% in each bin of $E_{\text{rec}}$ using our selection criterion. The energy histogram of the experimental data sample after applying the shower cut is shown on the right plot of Fig. 1. It is compared with the energy histogram before applying the age cut on the selected data. The subsample of young EAS has almost $9.9 \times 10^9$ events and its histogram is not corrected for migration effects yet. For this reason, we applied the method of Bayesian unfolding [18]. The iteration depth was set at the minimum of the Weighted Mean Squared Error [19]. The prior distribution was calculated from the spectrum for the H+He intensity in our nominal composition model. In addition, in every intermediate step during the unfolding procedure, but excluding the last one, we smoothed the energy spectrum using a fit with a broken power-

Figure 1: Left: FLUKA/QGSJET-II-04 predictions for the mean shower age vs the reconstructed primary energy of different cosmic-ray nuclei: H (filled circles), He (crosses), C (triangles) and Fe (open circles). The segmented line represents the shower-age cut used for the selection of our subsample of young showers for the analysis. The mean shower age for HAWC data is shown with squares [2]. Right: The raw energy histogram for the data after applying quality cuts (orange) is compared with the corresponding histogram for the subsample of young EAS obtained after using the shower-age cut [2].
In a next step, we calculated a factor $f_{corr}$ to correct the unfolded result $N(E)$ for the contamination of heavy elements (c.f. right plot of Fig. 2). This quantity is computed from MC simulations for different true energy ($E$) bins as the inverse of the proportion of H and He nuclei in the subsample of young showers. Then, to correct for losses of trigger and reconstruction efficiency, we calculated the effective area for the H+He mass group $A_{eff}^{H+He}$ with MC simulations using our nominal composition model as a function of $E$ (see left plot of Fig. 3). Finally, the energy spectrum of H+He nuclei was estimated as

$$\Phi(E) = \frac{N(E)}{\Delta E T_{eff} \Delta \Omega f_{corr}(E) A_{eff}^{H+He}(E)},$$

where $\Delta \Omega = 0.27 \text{ sr}$ is the solid-angle interval of observation.

### 4 Results

The energy spectrum of H+He nuclei is shown in the right plot of Fig. 3 along with its statistical and systematic errors. Inside the interval $\log_{10}(E/\text{GeV}) = [3.8, 5.2]$, statistical errors are smaller than 3.8%. They include the statistical uncertainties due to the limited statistics of the MC simulations and the statistics of the measured data, both added in quadrature. On the other hand, systematic errors are found within $-22.6\%$ and $+28.9\%$. They incorporate uncertainties from the modelling of the PMTs, the high-energy hadronic interaction model (for which we also used EPOS-LHC simulations), the relative abundances of cosmic rays (we employed the Polygonato model, three additional composition models calibrated with direct data from ATIC-2, JACEE and MUBEE, respectively, and an additional model for which we varied the intensity of the heavy component in our nominal composition model to match the observed abundance of heavy primaries from an analysis of the efficiency of the shower-age cut [2]), the seed spectrum in the unfolding procedure (changing the prior spectrum by uniform and $E^{-1.5}$ distributions), the method of unfolding (using also the Gold’s algorithm), the smoothing procedure (employing a fit with a 5th degree polynomial and...
$E(10\log 3) = 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5$ GeV

The energy spectrum of H+He cosmic rays as measured with HAWC (black data points) in comparison with TeV measurements of the same mass group from direct and indirect cosmic-ray experiments [2] (see text for a description). The error band for HAWC data represents the systematic uncertainties, while the vertical error bars, statistical errors. For the other data points, only statistical errors are displayed.

![Figure 3: Left: The effective area for H+He primaries (data points) as a function of the true primary energy as estimated with MC simulations [2]. It is compared with the effective area expected for pure protons (blue dashed line) and He nuclei (orange dashed line). Statistical uncertainties are shown with an error band. Right: The energy spectrum of H+He cosmic rays as measured with HAWC (black data points) in comparison with TeV measurements of the same mass group from direct and indirect cosmic-ray experiments [2] (see text for a description). The error band for HAWC data represents the systematic uncertainties, while the vertical error bars, statistical errors. For the other data points, only statistical errors are displayed.](image)

To end, the HAWC result is compared with measurements of direct and other indirect cosmic-ray experiments in the TeV energy range in the right plot of Fig. 3. We observe that HAWC results confirm previous hints from ATIC-2 [29], CREAM I-III [30] and NUCLEON [31] about the existence of a break in the spectrum of H+He cosmic rays at tens of TeV. This result is also strengthen by recent DAMPE data [32]. We also see that our result is in agreement with ATIC-2 and NUCLEON within systematic uncertainties, but it seems to be above DAMPE (at low energies) and CREAM data. The HAWC spectrum is also above the ARGO-YBJ [4] and TIBET AS–γ [33] measurements, but in agreement with EAS-TOP data [5].
5 Conclusion

A dedicated analysis of cosmic ray composition with HAWC has allowed to measure the spectrum of H+He of cosmic rays in the energy range $E = [6, 158]$ TeV. The spectrum shows a softening at $24.0^{+3.6}_{-3.1}$ TeV with a statistical significance of $4.1\sigma$. This analysis shows the potential of high-altitude water Cherenkov observatories like HAWC for composition studies of cosmic rays.
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